Meet Madlen, Bryn and Cam. A girl, a boy and one who’s undecided. They're in charge of saving the world – well, three worlds actually. They're just not entirely sure how. Luckily they've been designed as heroes by the people in charge. The only problem is, they're not ready yet …

‘... well-rounded characters, which change and face personal demons; there is humour, quirkiness and complexity and the worlds are vividly and excutingly realised.’
Book Trust

‘... fascinating, highly original, often humorous fusion of fantasy, sci-fi and quest story.’
School Library Association Everyone’s Reading

‘That Lennon manages to create three unique worlds with separate cultures and distinct flavors and unify them in one complicated but complete narrative is a feat of legerdemain hard to equal. Blending magic and sci-fi, Lennon mingles the fantastical amidst the everyday with humor and heart.’
Anita L. Burkam The Horn Book

Also available in German as Questors – Die Weltenretter (pub. by cbj); in Czech as Patraci (pub. by Egmont); and in Spanish as El Secreto de los Tres Mundos (pub. by Destino)